Abstract. As a kind of non-stationary time-frequency signal, Hyperbolic Modulation Frequency is widely used in the field of underwater communication, radar and wireless communications. Especially under the condition of the strong doppler effect, the doppler resistance of HFM signal is better than that of linear frequency modulation signal. In this article, in view of the HFM signals, a new method is proposed that the parameters of the HFM signal are detected by using the established cascade atom dictionary. The adjustable frequency of HFM signals is detected through establishing time scale atomic dictionary. Besides, the initial frequency is also detected by establishing time-frequency atom dictionary of a cascade form. At last, the computer simulation and pool test confirm that the parameter estimation of HFM signal based on cascade atom library method is reasonable.
Introduction
Due to the characteristics of time varying frequency, low probability of intercept technology, non-stationary signal is widely used in the field of radar, sonar, and wireless communications. Linear frequency modulation (LFM) signal and nonlinear frequency modulation (NLFM) signal are two typical non-stationary signals, and its parameter estimation method is the hotspot in the field of communication. As LFM signal has significant convergent characteristic through the fractional Fourier transform, Fractional Fourier transform has been widely used in the OFDM system as one of the main technical means of LFM signal parameter estimation [1] . The HFM has better tolerance in target moving and its straight line property of ridge is more convenient for signal processing. These advantages made HFM signals widely used in the radar, wireless communications and underwater communications. What's more, the HFM signal itself was been deep researched [3] . The literature [4] detected the HFM signal by the method of Wavelet -Radon transform. The result was relatively accurate ignoring of the relatively large amount of calculation. Literature [5] detected the HFM signal through the calculation of instantaneous frequency of the signal, but the concrete process did not founded. Literature [6] proved that the instantaneous frequency of HFM signal was a linear function after self-CWT ridge. The parameters of HFM signals can be estimated by establishing a cascade atom dictionary.
HFM signal
Considering a HFM signal with rectangle envelop,
，f max ,f min are minimum and maximum frequency respectively,f 0 is the algorithm frequency.
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Cascade dictionary
The single atom dictionary commonly used for sparse decomposition will be introduced before establishing a cascade atom dictionary.
(1) The frequency atoms. Such as cosine atoms composed of cosine matrix.
(2) The time scale atoms. These atoms are made by wavelet discrete atoms.
(3) The time-frequency atom. It is usually made up through all kinds of window functions which are modulated.
In this paper the cascade atom dictionary is made up of time scales atoms and time-frequency atoms [6] .
The design of cascade atoms dictionary and parameter estimation of HFM signals
The estimation of 0 t Step1, establish the time scale atomic dictionary. Considering the launch signal (t) µ :
A complete atom dictionary can be expressed as follows. (4) where τ 0 is time delay parameters, s 0 is scale parameter. , m n is the collection of τ 0 ，s 0 .
Step 2: decompose the signal in a complete atom dictionary. Decompose the received signal in a complete atom dictionary. The signal appears an optimal matching on a component of a complete atom dictionary. 
Step3: detect straight lines through the radon transform. The radon transform of continuous function is as follows [7] :
Under the background of the ideal, the peak is shown in points（ 0 0 ,
The estimation of parameter k The parameter k can be estimated through establishing cascade atom dictionary for we have estimated the parameter 0 
The simulation
The parameter of channel: white gauss noise =-10, the maximum frequency deviation =5; the power decline =-10; the time delay = 10. The parameter can be obtained: =7.01（ =7），k=2768（k=2770）.
The pool experiment
In the pool experiment, the sending and receiving transducer is in a pool of 5 * 15; the signal sampling rate is 6 KHz, the center of the signal frequency is 11 KHz.
Considering a HFM signal with rectangle envelop:
Through the matlab simulation, the parameters can be got: = 2.02, k=4779. As the signal is known, and demodulation signal is within the error range, so it can be seen as that the method is feasible. Figure5: extracting the parameter 0 . Figure 6 : extract parameter k of HFM signal
The conclusion
In this paper, using the HFM signals as launching signal, the cascade atom dictionary is proposed according to the properties of the HFM signal to estimate the parameter of HFM signals. The simulation results and pool experiments show that it is feasible by using cascade atom dictionary to estimate the parameter of HFM signal.
